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a b s t r a c t 

Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) has already been successfully applied to skeleton-based action recog- 

nition. However, current GCNs in this task are lack of pooling operations such that the architectures are 

inherently flat, which not only increases the computational complexity but also requires larger memory 

space to keep the entire graph embedding. More seriously, a flat architecture forces the high-level seman- 

tic feature representations to have the same physical structure of the low-level input skeletons, which we 

argue is unreasonable and harmful for the final performance. To address these issues, we propose Tripool, 

a novel graph pooling method for 3D action recognition from skeleton data. Tripool provides to optimize 

a triplet pooling loss, in which both graph topology and global graph context are taken into considera- 

tion, to learn a hierarchical graph representation. The training process of graph pooling is efficient since 

it optimizes the graph topology by minimizing an upper bound of the pooling loss. Besides, Tripool also 

automatically generates an embedding matrix since the graph is changed after pooling. On one hand, 

Tripool reduces the computational cost by removing the redundant nodes. On the other hand it over- 

comes the limitation of the topology constrain for the high-level semantic representations, thus improves 

the final performance. Tripool can be combined with various graph neural networks in an end-to-end 

fashion. Comprehensive experiments on two current largest scale 3D datasets are conducted to evalu- 

ate our method. With our Tripool, we consistently get the best results in terms of various performance 

measures. 

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Action recognition is a valuable but challenging research field 

ith widespread potential applications, such as security surveil- 

ance, human behavior analysis [57] , and autonomous driving. 

keleton data, which conveys compact information of body move- 

ent, increases the robustness of action recognition to the com- 

lex circumstances like the variations of the viewpoints, occlu- 

ion and self-occlusion. However, the skeleton data lies in a non- 

uclidean geometric space such that it is lacking of natural local- 

ty and cannot directly benefit from the powerful ability of the 

eep neural network, as this ability is mainly profited from lever- 

ging statistical properties of data through local statistics. Recently, 

raph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) [4,20] have made tremen- 

ous progress for the graph embedding learning, largely owing to 

heir efficiency and inductive learning capability for irregular data. 
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here also has been a rich line of encouraging research on GCN for 

keleton-based action recognition [10,22–24,41,49] , in which ST- 

CN [49] provides a fundamental spatial-temporal GCN block to 

eal with the skeleton sequences in action recognition task. Our 

rchitecture is also based on this module. 

Nonetheless, in skeleton-based action recognition, graph pool- 

ng operations are rarely found in current state-of-the-art GCN ar- 

hitectures. All graph nodes (representations) have to be held un- 

il the last layer while at that time their embeddings are simply 

ummed up or averaged for final prediction. We argue that this 

ill increase unnecessary computational cost, storage burden, and 

hat is worse, may result in negative influence to the final per- 

ormance. To deal with these issues, we provide a novel automatic 

raph pooling layer, referred as Tripool, for this task. Pooling for 

raphs is not as straightforward as it for CNNs since graph data 

ontains no natural notion of spatial locality, instead it is with a 

omplex topological structure. Moreover, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , 

ooling for graph data should also consider the graph topology 

fter pooling since previous graph structure, encoded by the em- 

edding matrix, is not valid any more. In fact, there are some 
under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
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Fig. 1. Illustration of our motivation. Given the left skeleton, previous GCN methods 

hold the graph structure during the whole forward and backward passes. However, 

we still can clearly recognize this “walking” action from the middle and even the 

right skeletons. Keeping all nodes not only increases the computational burden, but 

also forces the higher-level features staying in the low-level structure, which may 

be harmful to the final performance. Thus, we present an automatic graph pooling 

method to deal with these issues. Here, the dot-dash curve represents one possible 

manual pooling rule. 
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raph pooling methods in GNN [9,21,50] . These models either di- 

ectly collapse all neighborhoods to a single node or predict scores 

or each node such that nodes with lower scores are pooled or 

ropped. On the contrary, our Tripool introduces both graph topol- 

gy and global graph context as to extract more distinguish fea- 

ures. The module learns how to pool the graph by minimizing 

 triplet pooling loss. The pooling process not only keeps the di- 

ersity, as well removes the graph redundancy. In this way, it re- 

uces the computational complexity, enlarges the receptive field 

uch that higher-hop node connections are captured, as well as 

reaks the constraints for the high-level representations so that 

etter recognition performance can be expected. 

To evaluate our method, we construct a ST-GCN architecture 

quipped with our Tripool block and then perform extensive ex- 

eriments on two current most challenging 3D datasets, NTU 

GB+D [39] and NTU RGB+D 120 [25] . Results show our supe- 

ior performance on both of the datasets in terms of various per- 

ormance measures. We also provide more experiments on noisy 

keleton, and bio-information data to evaluate the robustness and 

eneralization of our model. In summary, the contributions of this 

aper are threefold: 

• We propose a novel graph pooling method, and for the first 

time, introduce it into GCNs for skeleton-based action recog- 

nition. This method reduces the computational complexity, in- 

creases the reception filed, and breaks the structure constrain 

for the high-level features. 
• The pooling method provides to optimize a graph triplet loss, 

in which both graph topology and graph context are captured 

by our pooling method. We also accelerate this training process 

via minimizing its upper bound. 
• Our ST-GCN network constructed with Tripool gets the state- 

of-the-art performance for the skeleton-based action recogni- 

tion tasks on two current largest datasets. Besides, more exper- 

iments on other graph classification tasks prove its robustness 

and generalization ability. 

. Related works 

Human action recognition In human action recognition[ 56 ], 

keleton data increasingly attracts attention thanks to its robust- 

ess against changes in body scales, viewpoints and backgrounds. 

ifferent from the grid data, the graph constructed by the hu- 

an skeleton lies in a non-Euclidean space. To benefit from the 

reat representation ability of deep learning, conventional meth- 

ds rearrange the skeleton data into grid-shape structure and feed 
2 
t directly into the classical RNN [39,44,52] or CNN [19,31] ar- 

hitectures. Current works are shifting to GCN due to its power- 

ul modeling ability for non-Euclidean data. Works [23,49] are the 

rst to use GCN for skeleton-based action recognition. Based on 

his, works [10,54,55] proposed various GCNs by sparsified graph 

egression, graph deconvolution, and Hyperbolic space [53] . Cur- 

ently, Shi et al. presented a two-stream GCN architecture, in which 

he joints and the second-order information (bones) are both used. 

ith the similar motivations, Liu et al. [33] introduced a multi- 

cale aggregation scheme to disentangle the importance of nodes 

n different neighborhoods for effective long-range modeling. At 

he same time, a unified spatial-temporal module is utilized for di- 

ect information propagation across the spatial-temporal graph. To 

fficiently model the spatial-temporal skeleton and avoid overfit- 

ing problem, Cheng et al. proposed to decouple GCN to boost the 

raph modeling ability and introduce DropGraph module to dis- 

ard features in correlated node. In work [3] , Cheng et al. proposed 

ovel shift graph operations and lightweight point-wise convolu- 

ions to provide flexible receptive fields. The proposed Shift-GCN 

otably exceeds the current methods with much less computa- 

ional complexity. Nonetheless, as far as we know, all these state- 

f-the-art GCN methods for this task are flat architectures without 

ny pooling operations. We argue that this will increase computa- 

ional complexity, storage burden and, what worse, may harm the 

nal performance. Therefore, we make the first attempt to build 

 hierarchical representations of the skeleton sequences thus im- 

rove the performance for skeleton-based action recognition. 

Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) Graph neural network, 

ere we mainly focus on GCN, is a family of graph message pass- 

ng architectures and is widely used on irregular data like social 

etworks, and biological data. In the GCN framework, the graph 

mbedding is computed by a GCN layer aggregating node infor- 

ation from its neighbors by differentiable aggregation functions. 

enerally, graph convolution operation can be defined in either the 

pectral or the non-spectral domain. Graph convolution operations 

n spectral approaches are re-defined in the Fourier domain, utiliz- 

ng spectral filters based on graph Laplacian. The most represen- 

ative work is from Kipf and Welling [20] , of which a layer-wise 

ropagation rule is proposed to approximate the graph embed- 

ing using the Chebyshev expansion method Defferrard et al. [4] . 

he spectral approaches have a strong theoretical foundation and 

ould handle the whole graph at the same time. Rather than defin- 

ng convolution operations in the Fourier domain, non-spectral ap- 

roaches [34,47] generalize convolution based propagation rules 

hich are directly applied to graphs. This kind of methods essen- 

ially propagates node information along edges, which means the 

entral node aggregates features from adjacent nodes when its fea- 

ures are passed to the next layer. Non-spectral models are more 

calable to large graphs as they directly perform the convolution 

n the graph domain via information aggregation. In this paper, our 

rchitecture is based on the spectral method. 

Graph Pooling operation Pooling layers play important roles 

n CNNs on grid-like data. They can reduce sizes of feature maps 

nd enlarge receptive fields, thereby giving rise to better general- 

zation and performance. However, there are rarely general graph 

ooling operations for GCN. Earlier works address the issue with 

raph coarsening approaches rather than deep learning ones. For 

xample, work [5] proposed a weighted kernel K-means method 

o cluster the graph. Spectral clustering methods obtain a coars- 

ned graph via eigendecomposition. However, current graph pool- 

ng prefers method that is trainable in an end-to-end fashion. Diff- 

ool [50] is a differentiable graph pooling method that produces 

ierarchical representations of graphs. Our Tripool is also a hier- 

rchical one. But instead of directly pooling with a project ma- 

rix, we also take graph topology into consideration. Gpool Gao 

nd Ji [9] applies a project function to calculate the score of each 
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Fig. 2. Illustration of our Tripool layer. The Tripool block is between the bottom 

and the top GCN layers. Taken as inputs the graph feature representations, the 

Tripool outputs the node embedding after pooling and also automatically generates 

an embedding matrix (Learned A 2 at top). First, Tripool partitions graph to sub- 

graphs based on the graph topology such that to better capture the clustering and 

community structure of the graph. Then, a soft mapping is conducted on the en- 

tire nodes so that the pooling can also capture global graph context information. 

After that, the nodes produced by soft map work as the cluster centers for each 

subgraph. Therefore, we can compute the node distances and minimize the Tripool 

loss in Eq. (12) such that get a better pooling result. 
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raph node, and then selects the top-k nodes based on their scores. 

 similar method is SAGpool [21] , which also chooses the top-k 

odes for pooling while by an attention mask. However, these kind 

f methods predict similar scores for nearby nodes, which may 

ose the diversity of graph. 

. Methodology 

.1. Graph convolutional networks 

Graph data like skeleton can be represented as G = (V, E ) , with

ode set V = { v 1 , · · · , v N } and edge set E . Since generally there

re attributes for each node, we augment graph with the feature 

ectors X = { x v 1 , · · · , x v N } where each feature x v i is associated with

he node v i . To encode the node connections, an adjacent matrix 

 is also included. In the graph classification tasks, generally GCNs 

ake as inputs X ∈ X N and A ∈ H N , and learn neural primitives that

enerate individual node representations by passing, transforming, 

nd aggregating node feature information across the graph. With 

he semantic representations for each node, GCNs sum up or 

verage the node embeddings and give a final prediction for the 

raph. Therefore, the objective of GCNs for graph classification is, 

iven a set of training graphs with corresponding labels, to learn a 

unction 

 θ : X N × H N → Y, (1) 

f which θ is the learnable parameter of h θ and h θ can be im- 

lemented by a neural network. With this function, the graph 

s mapped to their class label y ∈ Y . By minimizing an empirical 

lassification loss L c on the training data, an optimal solution of 

he function is found. The L c loss can be 

 c = 

∑ 

l(h θ (X, A ) , y ) + �(θ ) , (2) 

here l is a loss function, e.g. cross-entropy loss, �(·) is a regular- 

zation term. In this paper, this function h θ is based on a spectral 

CN approximated by a Chebyshev expansion method [20] . 

herefore, for single GCN layer, we have 

 θ (X, A ) = σ ( ̂  A X θ ) , (3) 

here σ is an active function, ˆ A = D 

−1 / 2 (A + I) D 

−1 / 2 is the normal-

zed adjacency matrix with D ii = 1 + 

∑ 

j A i j . To involve higher-hops 

f node connections, we stack multiple GCN layers. Note that h θ (·) 
n Eq. (3) is only for extracting feature and it will be followed by 

 fully connected layer and a softmax function for final prediction. 

.2. Graph triplet pooling 

In action recognition, as far as we know, all current GCN ar- 

hitectures are flat thus the learnt representations are also flat. 

esides, all the GCN layers share an identical embedding matrix, 

hich constrains the learning process of the higher-level repre- 

entations. To overcome the limitations, we present a graph pool- 

ng block for the skeleton-based action recognition. This block, as 

hown in Fig. 2 , provides a hierarchical embeddings for graph and 

an be inserted at any GCN layers. In this paper, we introduce a 

riplet pooling loss L trip for the pooling layers to assist the graph 

earning process. Thus, the whole loss L for this task is 

 = L c + αL trip (4) 

ith hyper-parameter α. We take the first pooling block, 

hich pools N nodes to M nodes, for example. Specifically, 

 graph pooling operation can be written as a function g : 

 → Z, which projects N node feature representations, h (X ) = 

 h (x v 1 ) , · · · , h (x v N ) } , to M feature vectors Z = { z 1 , · · · , z M 

} . Here,

 (x v i ) is the hidden feature of node v i before pooling and we ig-

ore the second input, embedding matrix, of h (·) for simplicity. 
3 
Generally, pooling layer in CNNs is made by first partitioning 

he regular lattice (feature maps) into non-overlapping patches and 

hen conducting a down-sampling on each patch. Inspired by this, 

s shown in Fig. 2 , we also first partition the graph into M sub- 

raphs. However, partition is not easy for the data in the non- 

uclidean space. Besides, original embedding matrix is invalid for 

igher-level features since the topology is changed. Therefore, we 

rst compute the current graph topology and then partition the 

raph with graph clustering. To determine how strong the con- 

ection is between two nodes, like in [41] , a normalized Gaussian 

unction is applied on the graph nodes and the similarity score 

orks as the correlation. That is 

 i, j ∈ N, A N (i, j) = 

e 
φ(h (x v i )) 

⊗ 

ψ(h (x v j )) ∑ N 
j=1 e 

φ(h (x v i )) 
⊗ 

ψ(h (x v j )) 
. (5) 

Here, A N is the correlation matrix of current graph with N

odes. The entry A N (i, j) measures the connection between node 

 i and node v j , which is calculated based on their corresponding 

idden representations h (x v i ) and h (x v j ) . The 
⊗ 

represents ma- 

rix multiplication. The φ(·) and ψ(·) are two projection functions 

nd can be implemented by channel-wise convolution filters. To 

ncrease the training stability, A N is initialized with the original A 

or the first pooling layer. 

Then, with the matrix A N , a graph partitioning method, e.g., k- 

ay graph partitioning and recursive bisection [15] , is performed 

o split the graph into M subgraphs. In this way, the number of 

dges of E whose incident nodes belong to different subgraphs is 

inimized. Thus, new graph 

ˆ 
 = [ {V 1 , E 1 } , {V 2 , E 2 } , · · · , {V M 

, E M 

} ] (6)

ith {V i , E i } as the i -th subgraph. Here, we perform a non-

verlapping pooling such that 
⋃ 

i V i = V, V i 
⋂ 

V j = φ for (i, j) ∈ M,
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 � = j, and this partitioning constructs the partitions that intra- 

ubgraph connections are much more than inter-subgraph connec- 

ions. 

However, this graph clustering is only based on the graph topol- 

gy such that not much graph context information is taken into 

onsideration. Instead of directly collapsing all nodes in each sub- 

raph to one, we make the graph more gathering within each sub- 

raph and more separated between-in subgraphs. To this end, we 

inimize the distances between nodes at the same subgraph and 

aximize the distances nodes at different subgraphs. This defi- 

itely can be optimized by the triplet loss [38] . The main dif- 

erence is that we optimize the topology structure of each sam- 

le while original triplet loss is for the distance between different 

raining samples. 

Let formally define the problem. To constrain the magnitude 

f the node distance, we normalize all the node feature to make 

hem lie on a unit hyper-sphere. For any node v i ∈ V m 

from the

 -th subgraph V m 

, we could find a positive node pair (v i , v j ) for

 j � = v i , v j ∈ V m 

. Likewise, we could also find a negative node pair

v i , v k ) for v k / ∈ V m 

, v k ∈ V . Then, we build a simplified triplet loss

or nodes in each graph to optimize the graph topology relation- 

hip, 

 trip = 

∑ 

(v i , v j ) ∈V m , 
v k / ∈ V m and v k ∈V 

|| h (x v i ) − h (x v j ) || − || h (x v i ) − h (x v k ) || . (7)

y minimizing the loss L trip , a robust representation can be con- 

tructed. However, this is computationally expensive since the 

omplexity is O(N 

3 ) . Besides, our aim to pool the graph nodes 

ith an end-to-end fashion. Thus, instead of pooling each subgraph 

o a node, gathered graph is used to guide a differentiable pooling 

rocess. 

Let nodes after pooling be node centers for each subgraph. In- 

pired by [6,12] , we make each node center work as an anchor 

oint and minimize the distance difference with positive points 

nodes within the same subgraph) and negative points (all the 

odes in another subgraphs). Suppose we have already found the 

ode center z i for the i -th subgraph, then according to triangle in- 

quality, for the positive samples, we get 

| h (x v i ) − h (x v j ) || ≤ || h (x v i ) − z i || + || h (x v j ) − z i || . (8)

or the negative sample, we have 

| h (x v i ) − h (x v k ) || ≥ || h (x v i ) − z k || − || h (x v k ) − z k || , (9)

here z k is the node center for k -th subgraph. Combine inequali- 

ies (8) and (9) , we have 

| h (x v i ) − h (x v j ) || − || h (x v i ) − h (x v k ) || ≤ || h (x v i ) − z i || 
+ || h (x v j ) − z i || + || h (x v k ) − z k || − || h (x v i ) − z k || , (10) 

hich provides an upper bound for each element in Eq. (7) . Com- 

ared to the original triplet loss, the complexity is O(N 

2 ) , which 

s much more efficient. For instance, assume there are two clus- 

er centers in a graph, and each cluster contains four nodes. With 

he original triplet loss, the calculation of the loss requires 96 = 

4 + 4) × 3 × 4 elements, while with our method there are only 

6 = (4 + 4) × 2 elements. Then, we generate node center via soft 

ap by involving global graph context. For each node center, we 

ive a linear approximation on the whole N nodes in the current 

raph. That is 

 i = �i h (X ) , (11) 

here �i is the learnable parameter vector, which represents the 

inear transformation on the node representations X . In this way, 

e capture the global graph context and also provide a differ- 

ntiable pooling method. Combine loss function (7) , inequality 
4 
10) and Eq. (11) , we re-write 

 trip = 

N ∑ 

i =1 

( 

|| h (x v i ) − z i || − 1 

3(M − 1) 

M ∑ 

k =1 ,k � = i 
|| h (x v i ) − z k || 

) 

. (12) 

ith this loss objective, the node center is pulled close into each 

orresponding subgraph and simultaneously is pushed away from 

he other subgraphs. At the same time the returned pooling result 

captures graph topology as well as the node context information. 

Eventually, like in (4) , the pooing loss L trip is added to the clas- 

ification loss with the weight α. Tripool is a differentiable method 

uch that it can be trained with an end-to-end fashion. Since the 

umber of nodes is changed after pooling, a new adjacency matrix 

hould be provided. One could also have this matrix by Eq. (5) . 

. Experiments 

In this section, we carry out extensive comparative experiments 

o evaluate the performance of our model, as well as its gener- 

lization ability on another graph classification tasks. Firstly, we 

riefly describe the datasets and corresponding evaluation metrics. 

hen, our network architecture and associated experimental set- 

ings are provided. Thirdly, to evaluate the contribution of each 

art of our method, we provide extensive ablation study. Fourthly, 

e explore the generalization of our method by extending it to an- 

ther graph classification tasks. Next, we compare with the state- 

f-the-art methods and give corresponding analysis. Finally, we 

how our context-aware pooling strategy by displaying two visu- 

lizations from two different action categories. 

.1. Datasets 

Here, we conduct experiments on two largest-scale 3D skeleton 

atasets NTU RGB+D [39] and NTU RGB+D 120 [25] datasets. To 

valuate the robustness of our model, we also test on the third- 

arty provided dataset, Kenetics-skeleton [16,49] . 

NTU RGB+D [39] is currently the most widely used indoor- 

aptured action recognition dataset. There are four modalities in 

his dataset. Here, we only focus on the skeleton data, which con- 

ains a total of 56,880 3D skeleton video clips. The clips are cap- 

ured from three cameras with different settings. All video clips 

ontain a total of 60 human action classes including both single- 

ctor and two-actor actions. The maximum frame number of a 

ideo clip is 300 and 25 joints coordinates are captured for each 

ctor skeleton. The skeleton topology is illustrated at the left-side 

f Fig. 3 . Original work [39] suggests two benchmark evaluations, 

hich are Cross-Subject (CS) and the Cross-View (CV) evaluations. 

n the CS evaluation, the dataset is divided into training and test- 

ng sets according to the subjects. The training set contains 40,320 

ideos from 20 subjects, and the rest 20 subjects with 16,560 video 

lips are used for testing. In the CV evaluation, dataset is divided 

y the camera ID number. The 37,920 videos captured from cam- 

ra two and three are used in the training and the 18,960 videos 

rom camera one are used for testing. We report the Top-1 accu- 

acy on both of the two benchmarks. For inputs with more than 

ne stream, e.g. , bones, a score-level fusion result is reported. 

NTU RGB+D 120 [25] is the extended version of the NTU RGB+D 

ataset and it is much bigger than the previous one. Besides, the 

ew dataset is much more challenging since it involves more sub- 

ects and action categories. Specifically, there are a total of 114,480 

amples captured from people in a wide range of age distribution. 

he subjects increase from the previous 40 to 106 distinct sub- 

ects. Besides, the action categories are doubled. According to [25] , 

his dataset also suggests two evaluation metrics, i.e., Cross-Subject 

CS) and the Cross-Setup (CST). The CS metric splits subjects in half 
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Fig. 3. The graph topologies for the skeleton in two NTU benchmarks (left) and 

Kinetics-Skeleton (Right). These pictures display the encoding rules for the joint IDs 

on the skeletons and also give each node the corresponding position on the human 

body. The skeleton from the NTU datasets is encoded by 25 3D nodes, in which 

many of them are assigned to the hand and legs since human action are more re- 

lated to these joints. The skeleton from the Kinetics-Skeleton dataset is encoded by 

18 2D nodes, in which several of them are assigned to the face, which also increase 

the difficulty of this action recognition task. 
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the spatial-temporal graph convolutional network with Tripool 

layers. Here, there are ten layers in this architecture and the numbers mean the 

feature size. We divide them into three stages and put the graph pooling module 

after the first and second stages, respectively. For each of the block in the ST-GCN 

layers, we introduce a ST-GCN block, which is illustrated in Fig. 5 , to capture the 

graph feature. 

Fig. 5. Illustration of the spatial-temporal graph convolutional (ST-GCN) block. 

Here, Conv represents the spatial GCN, and Conv-T represents the temporal GCN. 

Both of them are followed by a batch normalization (BN) layer and an activation 

function, ReLU. Like previous work, a residual connection is added for each block. 
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o training and testing parts while the CST metric divides the sam- 

les based on the camera setup IDs, which indicate 32 different 

amera set-ups with different camera height and distance and for 

ach set-up. Thus, the training (testing) dataset is constructed by 

he samples with even (odd) numbered IDs. Consistent with the 

enchmark method, we report Top-1 accuracy on the two bench- 

arks with only one stream. One can definitely improve the per- 

ormance by introducing two input streams. 

Kinetics-Skeleton is estimated from the very large scale ac- 

ion dataset Kinetics [16] , in which there are approximately 300 

 0 0 video clips, covering 400 kinds of human actions and being 

ollected from YouTube. Yan et al. employed the open source tool- 

ox OpenPose [2] to estimate the 2D joints location of each frame 

nd then built this huge dataset Kinetics-Skeleton. Therefore, this 

ataset is very noisy. For each person in a frame, 18 coordinates (X, 

) are estimated and for the frames which contain more than two 

ersons, only the top-2 persons are selected based on the average 

oint confidence. The released data pad every clips to 300 frames. 

e test on this noisy 2D dataset to evaluate the robustness of our 

odel. During comparison, both the Top-1 and Top-5 recognition 

ccuracies are reported since this task is much harder due to its 

reat variety. 

The skeletons are shown in Fig. 3 . It shows the common ways 

o define the graph typology for skeletons in the three bench- 

arks, though there are other encoding strategies with different 

oint numbers for the skeletons. Note that the positions of joints in 

he topology is different from that in the data tensor, which means 

he neighbors in the tensor may not be their real neighbors in the 

opology. 

.2. Network architecture and implementation details 

Here, we detail the neural architecture of our model. The ar- 

hitecture of our model is as shown in Fig. 4 . To keep consistent

ith the current state-of-the-art methods [41,49] , we introduce ten 

T-GCN blocks into our network and empirically insert two Tripool 

locks which are set behind the fifth and eighth ST-GCN blocks, re- 

pectively. We empirically reduce 40% nodes at each graph pooling 

ayer, which means the nodes are reduced from 25 to 15 and then 

5 to 9. The representations of the nine nodes are globally pooled 

o build a compact embedding for each action. Finally, a fully con- 
5 
ected (FC) layer (with softmax) is utilized to make an action class 

rediction. 

As shown in Fig. 4 , we embed the skeleton sequence via the in-

ut GCN layer. After that, our model is divided into three parts, 

hich are the three group of ST-GCN layers in Fig. 4 . The re-

ulted feature is pooled with global pooling layer, then predicted 

y the succeeding FC layer. For each of the ST-GCN layers, we in- 

roduce three ST-GCN block, just as shown in Fig. 5 . Like the pre-

ious works [41,49] , each ST-GCN block is divided into a spatial 

Conv in Fig. 5 ) and a temporal ones (Conv-T in Fig. 5 ). Both of

hem are followed by a batch normalization (BN) layer and an ac- 

ivation function, ReLU. The temporal convolution, Conv-T, is with 

 kernel size 9 × 1 , which is used to capture the dynamic in- 

ormation. Just like Yan et al. [49] , the resnet mechanism is ap- 

lied on each ST-GCN block. We also keep the feature map chan- 

els consistent with [41,49] , which means the output channels 

or each block are : 64 → 64 → 64 → 64 → 128 → 128 → 128 →
56 → 256 → 256 . The output 256 feature maps are averaged to 

 dimensional vector and a fully connected layer (with softmax) is 

sed for final class prediction. 

For our Tripool block, as illustrated in Fig. 2 , they are mainly 

wo parts, graph clustering and soft map. For the graph clustering, 

ith the A N , Metis [15] is applied as the graph clustering tool to 

artition the graph. In this way, we get subgraphs where within- 

luster connections are much more than the between-cluster ones. 

or the soft map, as shown in Eq. (11) , we introduce a learnable

roject matrix P = { �i } K to pool the original nodes to K nodes. 

ince, after the graph pooling, the manual designed matrix is in- 

alid, as shown in Fig. 2 , we automatically generate a matrix from 

he node representations via computing node correlations based on 

q. (5) . This generated matrix encodes the node correlations of cur- 

ent graph and works as one input for the following GCN blocks. 

In this paper, the GCN architectures for all the experiments are 

erformed on the PyTorch [35] deep learning framework. First for 

he data, we unify the inputs such that a uniform GCN architec- 

ure is provided for these tasks. We pad the single-actor data with 

 second body of which the values are all 0. For samples with 

ess than 300 frames, we repeat the samples until it reaches 300 
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Table 1 

One Possible manual pooling rule for the skeleton graph. As 

shown in Fig. 3 , where each number represents a joint ID from 

work [39] . Nodes (Old IDs) are manually assigned to groups 

based on the skeleton physical structure. Then, we average the 

features of each node group and the resulted feature works as 

the pooling result (New ID). The left table is the pooling rule 

for the first Tripool after the fifth GCN layer, where we pool 

original 25 nodes to 15 nodes. The right one is for the second 

Tripool after the eighth layer, 15 nodes is reduced to 9 ones. 

Old IDs New ID 

(1,2,13,17) 1 

(3,4) 2 

(5,6,7,21) 3 

(6,7,8) 4 

(9,10,11,21) 5 

(10,11,12) 6 

(1,13,14) 7 

(13,14,15) 8 

(14,15,16) 9 

(1,17,18) 10 

(17,18,19) 11 

(18,19,20) 12 

(21,2,3,5,9) 13 

(8,22,23) 14 

(12,24,25) 15 

Old IDs New ID 

(1,2,3,5,13) 1 

(3,4,14) 2 

(14) 3 

(5,6,15) 4 

(15) 5 

(1,7,8) 6 

(9) 7 

(1,10,11) 8 

(12) 9 
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Table 2 

Ablation Study on the NTU RGB+D dataset with the x-view protocol. 

Here, 2S-AGCN [41] works as the baseline. We also compare to our 

Manual pool to prove the advantage of the automatic graph pooling 

method. Inspired by this, we provide a fine-grained Manual pool . To 

evaluate each part in our Tripool, we remove the graph triplet pooling 

loss (w/o tpl), referred as Cluster pool , or remove the graph clustering 

(w/o tpl&gc), referred as Soft pool . Here, we also report number of 

parameter and computational cost for each of the method mentioned 

before. 

Methods Params(M) MACs (G) x-view Acc. 

2S-AGCN [41] 3.45 18.66 93.7% 

Triplet Loss 3.6 14.78 94.7% 

Manual pool 3.45 11.60 93.5% 

Soft pool (w/o tpl&gc) 3.6 11.75 90.0% 

Cluster pool (w/o tpl) 3.6 11.75 94.6% 

Tripool 3.6 11.76 95.3% 
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rames. During the training process, a stochastic gradient descent 

SGD) with Nesterov momentum (0.9) is applied as the optimiza- 

ion algorithm for the network. The cross-entropy loss is selected 

s the loss function for our action recognition task. The weight 

ecay is set to 0.001. The learning rate is set as 0.1 and is de-

reased based on a cosine function. The training process is ended 

t the 80-th epoch. We explore the influence of the performance 

ith different loss weight α in the Eq. (4) . It found that when 

et α = 0 . 1 the loss function could converge to a relatively smaller

oss. In the following experiments we set α = 0 . 1 if there is no fur-

her explanation. 

.3. Ablation study 

In this section, we will evaluate the effectiveness of each part 

n our Tripool. All the experiments here are conducted on the NTU 

GB+D dataset under the x-view benchmark. We set current state- 

f-the-art method, 2S-GCN [41] , as the baseline and keep all the 

rchitectures consistent with the baseline except for introducing 

wo GCN pooling blocks for all the pooling methods. Firstly, we 

anually design a fine-grained pooling rule ( Manual pool ) to re- 

ove the redundant nodes and also provide the manually designed 

djacency matrices after pooling. Our manual pooling rule is listed 

n the Table 1 , which is designed based on the local connections 

etween nodes. In this way, we verify the feasibility of graph pool- 

ng before we go deeper. Note that, this is only one possible pool- 

ng rule. Secondly, we build a Soft pool method by removing the 

raph clustering from our Tripool. In this way, we verify the ef- 

ectiveness of graph clustering module. Then, we directly guide 

he soft pooling with the clustered nodes to build a pooling ap- 

roach Cluster pool , which is conducted by removing the Tripool 

oss in Eq. (12) . In this way, we want to know the effectiveness of
6 
his pooling loss. Finally, we include all components and build our 

ripool network. For all the graph pooling methods, except for the 

rchitecture, we keep all the other settings, e.g., learning rate and 

ptimizer, consistent. After training the skeleton joint data for 80 

pochs, we report the top-1 classification accuracy on the testing 

ata. The results are listed in the Table 2 . 

From Table 2 , it can be seen that Manual pool could get a 

omparable performance with the current best method [41] . But 

anual pool decreases the computational expense from 18.66 G to 

1.60G, which reduces above 40% computational cost. This proves 

he potential and the feasibility of graph pooling for this task. Af- 

er that, we build the automatic graph pooling models. With our 

ripool method, we could improve the current best result by 1.6%, 

rom 93.7% to 95.3%. Note that Tripool also reduces around 40% 

omputational cost. Besides, Tripool could also outperform Man- 

al pool by 1.8%, which shows the advantages of automatic pool- 

ng. This improvement does not lead to the sacrifice of the com- 

utational efficiency, Tripool has a comparable computational cost 

hen compared to Manual pool . We also compared to the orignal 

riplet loss. As shown in Table 2 , we can find that our method is

etter than the model trained with original triplet loss, in terms 

f both performance (outperforms it by 0.6%) and efficiency (re- 

ucing 30% MACs). All of these clearly prove the superiority of our 

ethod. Next, we discuss each part in the Tripool. When compar- 

ng Tripool to Cluster pool , we could learn that if we remove the 

ripool loss from our block, there will be 0.7% decline of the per- 

ormance. Moreover, comparing Tripool to Soft pool we know that 

f we further remove the graph clustering from our method, the 

erformance would be even worse than the baseline method. One 

ossible reason for the performance of Soft pool is that it does not 

nvolve any typology information during training. The combination 

ith Cluster pool just provide the complementary information for 

t. All of these prove the effectiveness of each part in our method. 

Since generally there are both average and max pooling in the 

onventional CNN architectures. Here, our Tripool is more like a 

raph average pooling since the pooling counts all node neigh- 

orhood information into computation. Thus, we also implement 

 graph max-pooling for our Tripool via choosing the node with 

iggest contribution for each subgraph. This method is referred as 

ripool_Max. We find it only gets 90.1% and is not suitable for this 

ask. We will talk about the possible reason later. 

We further compare these graph pooling methods by visual- 

zing the loss curves during training and validation. As illustrated 

n Fig. 6 (a) and (b), we find that during training, all the pooling 

ethods here could smoothly converge to a small value while our 

ripool could get a relatively smaller one. Nevertheless, during 

alidation, manually designed pooling method is much smoother 

nd more stable than all the automatic pooling method here. 
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Fig. 6. Training and validation loss curves. (a) and (b) are training and validation loss curves for five different pooling methods, respectively. Compared to the manually 

designed pooling method (in blue), all the automatic pooling methods are more vibrating. However, Tripool is relatively smoother than any other automatic pooling methods 

and converges to a smaller loss value.. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Table 3 

Comparison with different graph pooling methods under the 

x-view metric on NTU-RGB+D dataset. Here, manually pooling 

method Parts-GCN [46] works as the baseline. We also intro- 

duce our fina-grained manual pooling. Besides, we introduce 

some recently well-known graph pooling methods and insert 

them into the ST-GCNs. Here, graph pooling methods include 

Gpool [9] , SAGpool [21] , and Diffpool [50] . 

Methods x-view Acc. 

Parts-GCN [46] 90.3% 

Manual pool 93.5% 

Gpool [9] 94.4% 

SAGpool [21] 94.6% 

Diffpool [50] 94.3% 

Tripool 95.3% 
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here maybe two possible reasons. First, Manual pool provides a 

anually designed embedding matrix, which encodes the node 

orrelations. However, automatic pooling methods generate a ma- 

rix based on the node content. This learning progress is not stable. 

econd, for all the automatic pooling, they should optimize the ar- 

hitecture and find the embedding matrix at the same time, which 

s definitely a bilevel problem thus not stable. This can be a future 

esearch topic. Nonetheless, our method (red curve in Fig. 6 (b)) 

s much smoother than any other automatic pooling methods 

nd as well could converge to a better result. We could also get 

ome possible cues for the worse performance of the Tripool_Max 

ethod from the loss curves. Tripool_Max tries to learn a max 

rojection in each subgraph, which could be very vibrating, just 

s the orange line shown in Fig. 6 (b), since only one node for

ach subgraph is used to guide the pooling process and both the 

etworks and the project matrix are optimized at the same time. 

.4. Comparison to other graph pooling methods 

To further evaluate the effectiveness of our graph pooling 

ethod, we compare to another well-known graph pooling meth- 

ds, including Gpool [9] , SAGpool [21] , and Diffpool [50] . Since 

one of them are for skeleton based action recognition, we re- 

mplement them in the identical ST-GCN framework. In this way, 

e keep all other settings consistent with ours for fair compari- 

on. Here, we also compare a manual ‘pooling’ method [46] , which 

ivides the skeleton graph into subgraphs with joints shared across 

hem and learns a recognition model using graph convolutional 

etwork. Besides, we will also include our Manual pool , which is 

 fine-grained graph pooling method. 

All the comparison results are listed in Table 3 . It can be seen

rom Table 3 that, our Manual pool is much better than the pre- 

ious manual pooling method Parts-GCN [46] , outperforming it by 

.2%, as Manual pool provides a fine-grained pooling rule. Besides, 

ll the other automatic pooling methods here are also better than 

he two manual pooling methods, i.e, Parts-GCN [46] and our 

anual pool . This proves the advantages of the automatic pooling 

ethods. When compared our method (Tripool) to any other auto- 

atic pooling methods, we could witness a superiority around 1% 

n accuracy. All of the these prove the effectiveness of our pooling 

ethod. 
7 
.5. The generalization of tripool 

To probe the generalization ability of Tripool, we extend it 

o other graph classification tasks to learn complex hierarchical 

tructures from graphs. To this end, we evaluate on a variety of 

elatively large graph data sets chosen from benchmarks com- 

only used in graph classification. Specifically, we use protein data 

ets including ENZYMES [1,37] , and D&D [7] to test our method. 

ere, we will compare to five state-of-the-art methods, including 

RAPHSAGE with global mean-pooling [11] , Edge-conditioned fil- 

ers in CNN for graphs (ECC) [43] , which incorporates edge infor- 

ation into the GCN model and performs pooling using a graph 

oarsening algorithm, SET2SET [48] replaceing the global mean- 

ooling in the traditional GNN architectures by the aggregation 

sed in SET2SET, SortPool [51] applying a GNN architecture and 

hen performing a single layer of soft pooling followed by 1D con- 

olution on sorted node embeddings, and Diffpool [50] , a differen- 

iable graph pooling method to learn hierarchical graph represen- 

ation. For all these two datasets, as previous works, we perform 

0-fold cross-validation to evaluate model performance, and report 

he accuracy averaged over 10 folds. 

As shown in Table 4 , We observe that our Tripool approach 

btains the highest average performance among all pooling ap- 

roaches for GNNs, improves upon the base GRAPHSAGE architec- 

ure by more than 7.0%, and achieves state-of-the-art results on 
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Table 4 

Generalization evaluation on two protein data 

sets, i.e., ENZYMES [1,37] , and D&D [7] . Here, 

we compare to five different graph pooling 

methods in the graph classification tasks. 

Methods ENZYMES. D&D 

GRAPHSAGE [11] 54.25% 75.42% 

ECC [43] 53.50% 74.10% 

SET2SET [48] 60.15% 78.12% 

SortPool [51] 57.12% 79.37% 

Diffpool [50] 62.53% 80.64% 

Ours(Tripool) 63.32% 82.47% 
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Table 5 

Performance comparison on NTU RGB+D with ten state-of- 

the-art methods, using only joint data as the input. Here, 

we report classification accuracy under x-subject and x-view 

metrics, respectively. 

Methods x-subject Acc. x-view Acc. 

Dynamic skeleton [13] 60.2% 65.2% 

Part-Aware LSTM [39] 62.9% 70.3% 

STA-LSTM [44] 73.4% 81.2% 

VA-LSTM [52] 79.2% 87.7% 

Deep STGCK [23] 74.9% 86.3% 

ST-GCN [49] 81.5% 88.3% 

DPRL [45] 83.5% 89.8% 

SR-TSL [42] 84.8% 92.4% 

STGR-GCN [22] 86.9% 92.3% 

2S-AGCN [41] 85.8% 93.7% 

Ours(Tripool) 88.0% 95.3% 
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hese two benchmarks. All of these show that our method has a 

trong generalization ability. 

.6. Analysis of the graph pooling settings 

Here, we provide more analysis of hyper-parameter settings for 

raph pooling. Like in the ablation study, we conduct experiments 

n the NTU-RGB+D dataset under the cross-view protocol. In our 

ripool model, we empirically introduce two graph pooling layers 

nto our network and for each layer we remove 40% nodes. To eval- 

ate whether the settings are reasonable or not, we analyze the ef- 

ects of different numbers of nodes after graph pooling and num- 

er of pooling layers should be used. 

In fact, the architecture space of our ten layer ST-GCN model 

s extremely large when taking both the number of pooling lay- 

rs and the number of the nodes after pooling into consideration. 

oughly, there will be thousands different ways to set the pool- 

ng layers, since one can include several pooling layers at different 

ositions and various nodes can be pooled by each pooling layer. 

herefore, we analyse the effects of different numbers of nodes and 

ifferent pooling layers within following two settings: 

• Based on our network (two pooling layers), we explore the ef- 

fects of the number of nodes after pooling (pooling rate) to 

the classification performance. Here, we set pooling rate to 10%, 

20%,..., 80% and evaluate their performance, respectively. If the 

number of the vertex after pooling is not integer, we clip it to 

integer. Here we report both the computational cost and classi- 

fication accuracy. 
• Based on our pooling rate (removing 40% nodes for each pool- 

ing layer), we explore the effect of the number of pooling lay- 

ers on our model. Here, we set our model with 1,2,..., 7 pooling 

layers, respectively, since there is only one vertex after the last 

pooling layer if we involve seven pooling layers. Likewise, we 

also compare both the computational cost and classification ac- 

curacy for our model with different pooling layers. 

Firstly, we analyze the effects of different numbers of nodes af- 

er graph pooling, under the first setting. As shown in Fig. 7 , we

ompare the computational cost and the performance of our model 

ith different pooling rates. Obviously, increasing pooling rates 

ill reduce the computational burden, as shown in Fig. 7 (a). But 

rom Fig. 7 (b), we can see that even removing 60% of the nodes, 

he model can still keep a comparable performance ( > 90%). Once 

he pooling rate is bigger than 60%, the performance drops sharply. 

e can also find that the model perform best when set the pool- 

ng rate to 40%, which proves our setting is reasonable. 

Then, we analyze the effects of the number of pooling layers, 

nder the second setting. As shown in Fig. 8 , we compare the 

omputational cost and the performance of our model with dif- 

er pooling layers. Not surprise, increasing pooling layers will also 

educe the computational burden. But from Fig. 8 (b), we can see 

hat more pooling layers do not mean better performance, instead, 

he performance drops sharply especially when introducing more 
8 
han three pooling layers. When the number of pooling layer is 

igger than five, the model is even collapsed. We can also find that 

he model performs best when set the number of pooling layers to 

wo, which also proves our setting is reasonable. 

.7. Comparison to the state of the arts 

Firstly, we evaluate on the only provided skeleton joint data in 

hese two NTU benchmarks. Secondly, since several current best 

pproaches also report performances with two and three input 

treams on NTU RGB+D dataset, we also perform experiments with 

wo and three streams on the dataset. Finally, To evaluate the 

obustness of our model, we also test on the noisy 2D dataset, 

enetics-skeleton. 

For the NTU RGB+D dataset with only joint input, we 

ompare our method with eleven state-of-the-art skeleton- 

ased action recognition approaches, including hand-crafted 

ethod [13] , LSTM-based methods [39,42,44,52] , reinforcement 

earning based method [45] , and current promising GCN-based 

ethods [22,23,41,49] . For NTU RGB+D dataset with two streams, 

e compare with four methods [10,24,40,41] and all of them are 

CN based ones. Like Shi et al. [41] , we compute the second-order 

nformation of skeleton joints, including lengths and directions of 

ones, and let bone data be the second stream of the second GCN 

etworks. With this setting, we report the score-level fusion re- 

ults. Then, we go one step further to compute the motion of the 

keleton joint data and let it be one input stream. We also report 

he score-level fusion accuracy and compare with the current best 

esult [40] . To make a completely fair comparison, we use exactly 

he same streams in Shi et al. [40, 41] . 

For the NTU RGB+D 120 dataset, we compare our method with 

ourteen skeleton-based action recognition approaches, namely, the 

art-Aware LSTM [39] , the Soft RNN [14] , the Dynamic Skele- 

on [13] , the Spatio-Temporal LSTM [28] , the Internal Feature 

usion [27] , the GCA-LSTM [30] , the Multi-Task Learning Net- 

ork [17] , the FSNet [26] , the Skeleton Visualization [31] , the Two-

tream Attention LSTM [29] , the Multi-Task CNN with RotClips [18] , 

nd the Body Pose Evolution Map method [32] , as well as GCN- 

ased ones ST-GCN [49] and current best GCN method [41] imple- 

ented by us. 

All the comparison results are reported in Tables 5 , 6 , and 7 .

able 5 and Table 7 show the results on NTU RGB+D dataset. It 

an be seen from them that no matter with one, two or three 

treams of input, our model is able to achieve the best recogni- 

ion accuracy on both x-view and x-subject metrics. Specifically, on 

he x-view benchmark, we could get 1.6%, 1.1%, and 0.6% improve- 

ents, respectively. Correspondingly, on the x-subject benchmark, 

ur model could improve the current best performances by 1.1%, 

.3%, and 0.1%, respectively. For the NTU RGB+D 120 dataset, as 
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Fig. 7. Computational costs and the performance of different pooling rates. Here we evaluate on the NTU-RGB+D dataset under the cross-view protocol. Left (a) shows the 

computational costs (MACS) for our model with different pooling rates. We can clearly see that the computational cost decreases as the pooling rate increasing. Right (b) 

shows the relationship between classification accuracy and the pooling rates. The performance drops a lot especially when pooling rate is bigger than 60%. 

Fig. 8. Computational costs and the performance of different pooling layers. Here we evaluate on the NTU-RGB+D dataset under the cross-view protocol.Left (a) shows 

the Computational costs (MACS) for different pooling layers. We can clearly see that the computational cost decrease as the pooling layers increasing. Right (b) shows the 

relationship between classification accuracy and the number of pooling layers. The performance drops sharply especially when pooling layers is more than 5. 
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hown in Table 6 , our method significantly improves current best 

esults. Concretely, under the x-setup protocol, we improve current 

est result 79.8% to 82.8%, which gets an improvement of 3.0%. On 

he x-subject benchmark, we get a recognition accuracy of 80.1%, 

hich outperforms current best result 77.8% by 2.3%. All these re- 

ults show the superior ability of our method. Also note that we 

educe over 40% computational burden. 

Based on all the experiments presented, we can safely draw 

he conclusion that by using the our Tripool in conjunction with 

CN architecture, we could achieve new state-of-the-art results on 

keleton-based action recognition tasks. 

Here, to test the robustness of our model, we also evaluate 

n the Kenetics-skeleton dataset. On Kinetics-skeleton dataset, we 

ompared to eight state-of-the-art skeleton-based action recog- 

ition approaches, including one hand-crafted method [8] , two 

onventional deep methods [19,39] , and four GCN-based meth- 

ds [24,36,41,49] . All the comparison results are listed in Table 8 . 

ike Peng et al. [36] , Shi et al. [41] , we report the best results after

erforming the score-level fusion on joints and bones. 

This task is much challenging since the skeleton data is esti- 

ated by third-party source, OpenPose [2] and there are much 
9 
ore classes (400 classes). It can be seen from Table 8 that our 

odel achieves the Top-1(34.1%) and Top-5(56.2%) performance 

n Kinetics-Skeleton dataset, which presents the score-level fusion 

rom joint and bone. We can get a comparable, but not best result 

hen compared to the current best method [36] . There are several 

ossible reasons: 

• This 2D dataset provides three channels for each joint, includ- 

ing 2D locations (x and y) and a confidence score. But the confi- 

dence score is not suitable to consider as a part of the topology 

and thus this dataset is not compatible with our method when 

conducting the graph pooling. 
• The data so noisy that it is not that reliable even before pooling, 

so it can be worse after the graph pooling. 
• This pre-defined graph is different from the NTU. There are only 

18 2D nodes.So we may need explore more suitable pooling 

rules. We will put this in the future work. 

But still, we can get a comparable results with only 40% of the 

omputational requirement, which show the robustness and effi- 

iency of our method. 
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Fig. 9. Visilization of two actions, walking (left) and shoot at the basket (right). Here, we provide the pooling results of our two-layer architecture. As mentioned before, this 

is a context-aware pooling strategy. Therefore, different actions or even different samples can have different pooling rules. 

Table 6 

Performance comparison on NTU RGB+D 120 with fourteen state-of-the- 

art methods under x-subject and x-setup metrics. Here, ∗ means imple- 

mented by us. 

Methods x-subject Acc. x-setup Acc. 

Part-Aware LSTM [39] 25.5% 26.3% 

Soft RNN [14] 36.3% 44.9% 

Dynamic Skeleton [13] 50.8% 54.7% 

Spatio-Temporal LSTM [28] 55.7% 57.9% 

Internal Feature Fusion [27] 58.2% 60.9% 

GCA-LSTM [30] 58.3% 59.2% 

Multi-Task Learning Network [17] 58.4% 57.9% 

FSNet [26] 59.9% 62.4% 

Skeleton Visualization [31] 60.3% 63.2% 

Two-Stream Attention LSTM [29] 61.2% 63.3% 

Multi-Task CNN with RotClips [18] 62.2% 61.8% 

Body Pose Evolution Map [32] 64.6% 66.9% 

ST-GCN [49] 72.4% 71.3% 

2S-AGCN [41] ∗ 77.8% 79.8% 

Ours(Tripool) 80.1% 82.8% 

Table 7 

Performance comparison on NTU RGB+D with multi-stream inputs. 

Here, the upper part contains the two-stream GCN methods with 

joint and bone as inputs. The Bottom part contains three-stream GCN 

methods with one extra skeleton motion as input. 

Methods x-subject Acc. x-view Acc. 

GR-GCN [10] 87.5% 94.3% 

AS-GCN [24] 86.8% 94.2% 

2S-AGCN [41] 88.5% 95.1% 

DGNN [40] 89.2% 95.5% 

Ours(Joint + Bone) 89.5% 96.4% 

DGNN(Joint + Bone+Motion) [40] 89.9% 96.1% 

Ours(Joint + Bone+Motion) 90.0% 96.7% 

Table 8 

Performance comparison on Kenetics-skeleton with the third- 

party estimated joint inputs. Note that the provided skeletons 

are 2D noisy ones. Here, we compare to eight state-of-the-art 

methods and report both the Top-1 and Top-5 results. 

Methods Top-1 Top-5 

Feature [8] 14.9% 25.8% 

P-LSTM [39] 16.4% 35.3% 

TCN [19] 20.3% 40.0% 

ST-GCN [49] 30.7% 52.8% 

AS-GCN [24] 34.8% 56.5% 

2S-AGCN [41] 35.1% 57.1% 

ST-GR [22] 33.6% 56.1% 

NAS-GCN [36] 35.5% 57.9% 

Ours 34.1% 56.2% 
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10 
.8. Visualization of pooling strategies 

Here, we provide some visualizations for the learned pooling 

trategies of two actions. The Soft pool is a global pooling strat- 

gy with weights for every vertex. And the resulted graph is mod- 

lled by the new generated A N , which is a continues weight ma- 

rix. Therefore, we choose the most-related nodes for visualization. 

articularly, we visualize the graph topology by choosing the nodes 

ith weights bigger than 1/M, where M is the number of nodes 

fter pooling. Here, we take the actions walking and shoot at the 

asket as examples. 

As we mentioned before, the pooling strategy is an optimiza- 

ion according to both graph topology and context (representa- 

ion). Therefore, you will find that the resulted graph after the 

rst Tripool removed many redundancy nodes and keep most of 

he previous topology, as shown in the first stage of both Fig. 9 (a)

nd (b). But the resulted graph from second stage is more like a 

emantic level graph, in which the topology is hard to tell. We can 

till observe some learned correlations. For instance, in the sec- 

nd action. The last resulted graph somehow capture the collabo- 

ation between hands and knees while shot the basket. This indi- 

ates that our pooling method is task-related and also reasonable 

ince it benefits the final task. 

. Conclusion 

We have presented the Triplet Pooling (Tripool) module, a novel 

raph pooling module that addresses graph pooling issues based 

n graph triplet pooling loss. Tripool keeps the graph diversity as 

ell as removes the node redundancy by its two components: a 

raph clustering capturing the graph topology and a Soft pool lever- 

ging graph context. The Trippol can be combine with many GCN 

rchitectures in an end-to-end fashion. We evaluate Tripool in 3D 

uman action recognition using two datasets, NTU RGB+D and NTU 

GB+D 120. By combining Tripool with existing GCN models, we 

et the state-of-the-art recognition accuracy with corresponding 

etrics. We also evaluate our method on another graph classi- 

cation tasks and results also prove the generalization ability of 

ur model. Future work will explore methods to make the pooling 

ethod more stable. 
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